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Critically acclaimed Candlelight Concerts to tour
the east coast’s top holiday destinations this
summer
A multi-sensory musical experience showcasing classical music
to every taste, including tributes to the greatest composers and
best hits of contemporary artists

December 2022 - Leading entertainment discovery platform Fever will take its critically

acclaimed Candlelight Concerts series on tour this summer, dazzling the east coast’s top holiday

destinations with a stunning selection of multi-sensory musical performances. 

Kicking off in January 2023, the first of the Candlelight Summer Series concerts is scheduled

for January 14 at the Byron Bay Theatre, Byron Bay, with a second concert confirmed for

January 19 at Avoca Beach Theatre on the NSW Central Coast.

After delighting more than 100 cities worldwide in various spectacular locations, the

Candlelight Summer Series aims to fulfil Fever’s mission to democratize access to culture and

classical music, boost visibility for local musicians, and celebrate our unique Australian venues. 

Illuminated by thousands of candles, each performance will feature a local string quartet

ensemble playing tributes to some of the most popular classical and contemporary artists of our

time. Both the Central Coast and Byron Bay concerts will pay homage to Hans Zimmer’s

greatest film scores, including Circle of Life from The Lion King; Cornfield Chase from

Interstellar; The Star Wars Medley; The Dark Knight Suite - No. 3; and Time from Inception.

Plans are currently underway to launch further open-air and summer city concerts along the

east coast’s bounty of holiday destinations.
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular
cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.

Previous Australian Candlelight Concerts have included Film Scores at SEA LIFE Melbourne

Aquarium; Best of Aretha Franklin at The Grounds of Alexandria, Sydney; Orchestra: Best of

Joe Hisaishi at Freemasons Hall, Adelaide; Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake at St. John’s Cathedral,

Brisbane; and Best of Fleetwood Mac at Wesley Uniting Church, Perth.

Tickets for the special Candlelight Concerts summer series can be purchased on the Fever App

or on the Fever website.
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